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Visa HELL STORY
It’s been close to one year since I have been out of 
Saudi Arabia - on the “island”. And so starts the 
2020 trip for Xmas. 

Fist of all, everyone has stories of traveling hell. Jim 
says to me the morning he is leaving “my flight is 
cancelled according to the app, but there is 
another flight a bit later. It’s probably just a time 
change. Weird.” His wife is British so they tend to 
book BA for their flights to the USA. 

The H family said goodbye on Monday. They chose 
to fly with Lufthansa to go Dammam-Frankfurt-
JFK-Missouri. Dave bought all the tickets. Checked 
fifteen times to see if there were any snags getting 
Roseanna, their twin boys, and Roseana’s 82 yr old 
mom (Canadian resident) into the states.  Dave 
even had his entire family tested PCR for COVID 
before leaving even though the USA didn’t require 
it at the time.  

Tuesday, Dave calls me from his porch in Saudi. 
They were denied boarding by some Asshat at the 
gate that didn’t understand why a Canadian would 
be trying to enter the USA or something of that 
nature. Even though Dave had triple copies of 
documents for EVERYTHING covering his 82 year 
old mother in law, sons, and he/Roseanna, but he 
spent two hours trying to work it out. According to 
the debriefing, the German Asshat in charge, 
putting the family into a hotel overnight (at the 
Hub of Lufthansa by the way) would be too 
expensive. Instead, Asshat told Dave Lufthansa 
would put them on a complimentary plane back to 
Riyadh. They didn’t leave from Riyadh. Dave gave 
in on the fight with Asshat after a two hour fight in 
the airport as their flight for the USA left.  They 
flew back and I hung out with Dave on his porch 
for way too long into the evening.  I rolled into bed 
at 3am and vowed never to hang out with Dave 
ever again.  

Work was not fun on Wednesday, but then my 
vacation moved into action. 

The plan. 

Thursday morning, 5am. Driver Abdul Latif picks 
me up. Get to airport by 6ish. FLight out 840am to 
Dubai. Since there was only one flight per day 
going to Dubai, all the flights in and out of Dubai 
are a bit crazy. Filled but infrequent.  My itinerary 
set up a 17 and 1/2 hour layover in Dubai airport. 
Hah.  Fine. I paid for Business class from Dubai to 
Male so I could simply sit in the lounge the entire 
time - eating, sleeping, and drinking to my content 
in the business lounge. It’s the secret to. 
International travel. And so on with the trip..... 

Thursday morning I woke up well before Abdul 
Latif arrived a bit late and apologetic. He’s rarely 
late. I didn’t care. We made it to the airport by 
7am. I waited in the weird ass Covid airport for my 
Fly Dubai tickets. Fly Dubai is the only way to book 
Emirates from Dammam to Dubai, so be it.  I 
zoomed through the lines. No one was lined up for 
customs! I was going to be in with over two hours 
to spare. My favorite way to be for traveling by air. 
I smiled at the newly hired Saudi Customs agent 
(Saudi women have recently been hired into the 
workforce to move “Saudi-ization” forward to 
2030) and placed my finger on the fingerprint 
reader. Shazam - stamped and through!  

The Plan Goes to Crap! 

Wait…”I am sorry sir, but you don’t have the visa!”  
Me - “Uh, that’s OK, Maldvies doesn’t require a visa 
for tourists.” Her- “You need a visa. Please go see 
Customs line number 1. He will explain.” 
 What in the Holy Hell is this? Since when 
does Maldives require a visa? As I roll my little 
carry-on over to Customs Line number 1, I roll back 
in my memory and double check myself. Where 
was it that I had to buy a visa in the airport - last 
minute? Was it Maldives? No way. I’ve been to 
Maldives four  or five times now and I’ve never 
needed one. Philippines? Australia? Christ, I haven’t 
been anywhere in the past year and I’ve lost my 
travel skills? This cannot be happening!  
  I hand over my passport and iqama (Saudi 
ID) to Customs dude number 1. He looks at it one 4



second, looks up, and says “You need to renew the 
visa!”   
 Again, I explain Maldives has never 
required a visa. So I ventured “Is this a new policy 
Maldives has for Covid? Do you know Maldives?”   
 The officer seems like he understood. Most 
of the younger Saudi men are excellent at English. 
“Sir, do you have Absher. Easy. Sit down over there 
on the bench. Login. Renew online! Five minutes. 
Then you go.” 
 Weird. “Absher has Maldive Visas online?” 
 “No sir. Saudi Visa!” 
 “What? My Saudi visa is expired?” This just 
could NOT be happening. Did I forget to renew my 
visa? I checked my iqama and everything online 
months ago. I am cleared for travel until 
September 2021. I’m sure of it. 
 I sit down at the bench, pull 
out my laptop, and login to the 
Saudi Online Government site to 
check my iqama and visa status. 
And that’s when I picture laying 
out all of my travel kit the 
night before.  

What NOW? 

Last night, I laid out all of my dive 
camera stuff, travel documents, and 
my usual laptop with all the electronic 
paraphanalia. Then I added white t-
tshirts and thai fishing pants along with my one 
rash guard that matches my one swimsuit. 
Toiletries? No liquids. Just a toothbrush, Advil, solid 
deo, topped off with a  nasal decongestant. 
Including a few underwear, a shirt, and a pair of 
jeans, all I had to do was put on my Chacos and I’d 
be out the door. Before I could place everything in 
the carryon suitcase and laptop saddle bag, I went 
over my documents again. 
 I learned a long time ago, don’t take home 
specific essential documents you don’t need. If I 
can get from my apartment to the airport without 
them, don’t take them. This includes my local bank 
card. I had already gotten local cash for the drivers. 
I also only take enough local currency for my ride 

back and maybe a coffee or sandwich for the 
driver when I get back. Otherwise, the notes just 
get in the way. So I place my local bank card, small 
local SARS, grocery cards, and everything else from 
my wallet and place it all on my bedroom desk.  
 At the last minute, I decide to leave my 
Saudi phone too. My traveling iPhone has a local 
data SIM in it. I rarely ever talk to people on the 
phone here in Saudi. The local phone is really only 
for rare phone calls for delivery, bank verification, 
and other local verification stuff. I wouldn’t be 
needing any of this stuff so I put the phone next to 
the local cash card pile. Finally, I took the 
apartment door key off of my keychain and 
dropped the non-trip-essential keys next to my 
phone and local essentials pile. On my desk at 

home.  
 I had everything I needed and 

nothing I wouldn’t need. Simple. I am 
a professional traveler. Or so I was a 
year ago.  
 The memory disappeared as 
my focus returned to the 
computer screen. Absher online. 
Local phone for verification. 2-
step verification. It has to be done 

with the local phone. The local 
phone is sitting on my desk. I have 

the key to my apartment. Brent 
gave me my second apartment key 
in August before he fled the 

country. I still have that backup key. I 
didn’t give it to anyone. 
 Even though i couldn’t call anyone - my 
local phone sits on the desk at home - I can  still 
use texting and WhatsApp. Those are the methods 
of communication in Saudi. Forget calling anyone. 
It’s all texting these days. Instead of texting my 
driver to come pick me up, I called David. He  
doesn’t sleep. If anyone can get into my apartment 
- Dave can! 

Apartment Break-in! 

I still wasn’t out of the game. I really couldn’t 
remember how  to renew online. I thought, and I 

immigration photo 
googled from internet
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was pretty sure, I  had done it through the 
company. Money had to be paid  at an ATM before 
hand, then I filled out a form, and it was done. 
Maybe, just maybe, if I could verify my account, 
meaning somehow get access to my shitty local 
phone on my bedroom desk, I could  renew my visa.  
I’ve heard other people do this all the time. Matt 
even renewed his kids’ visas on his phone AT THE 
CUSTOMS GATE on our way out of the Kingdom to 
Bahrain. Are  you lost yet? Phone - verify - renew 
online -  walk back over to customs and continue 
my trip. Worth a shot. 
 My Text - “Dave, 911. Can you break into my 
apartment? There might be a  key by the outdoor 
light.  If not, kick in the door if you have to.” 
 David -  “Now? On the way.” Seven long 
minutes later…”I’m in. What now?” 
 The conversation went back and forth for a 
while. Access code. Etc. Another code?  Damn. I go 
and ask for advice from the nice customs lady about 
online renewal. She changes the screen to Arabic 
and tries.”Sorry. Your company no help?” 
 David  - “I tracked down the other code. Try 
this………. “ Tried it. Nope. Crap.  
 Me - “Can you wake up Mansour and have 
him come and get me? My driver is on another 
pickup til later.” 
 David - “He’s on the way. Want me to lock 
up?” 
 Me - “Just glue  the door shut.  Thanks for 
trying.” 

Crushed. Absolutely Crushed! 

 I  sat down on the curb of the departures 
feeling just crushed and defeated. In my hands,         
I had the boarding pass for 8:40am to Dubai and 
3:55am to Malé.  I have done this trip four or five 
times already. I was one step away and denied 
with something so stupid. How could I have 
missed renewing my visa. I always fight with 
corporate HR to get my visa renewed for a year 
to land on September, when I renew my Iqama. 
It’s been my routine for the past four years. 
Defeated!  
 Just as I thought it couldn’t get ANY 

worse, I looked up…and smiled. (Left Photo) 
An airport floor cleaner made me move so 
he could clean where I was sitting. This is a 

little joke that follows mom and I around the world. 
Every time we sit down at a restaurant, someone 
comes by to sweep right where we are sitting! We 
HATE it. 
 Anyway,  Mansour, Dave’s driver, came to 
get me. Talking it out, we agreed. Everything has a 
reason. This time it just really sucked ass!  Mansour 
got me back to my apartment by 8:30, still ten 
minutes before my flight was taking off. I said thank 
you, dropped off my carryon bag in my apartment, 
grabbed the local pile off my desk, including the 
phone. 
 I revved up my scooter and made it to the 
main company building by 8:50am. This was the first 
time I have ever been in the HR room when it was 
empty. Picture a state DMV  inside. Numbered 
windows. A ticket machine. Numbers flashing over 
each window taking care of a variety of documents 
and regulatory issues. Seats full of waiting patrons.  
 Ok. So it’s Covidcation. Ok. So it’s 
December 17th and most expats have 
fled home to celebrate Christmas 
somewhere other than a Muslim country. 
But it was so weird. I passed the 
“out of order” ticket machine and 
went up to the familiar visa 
window.  
 The smiling lady at the 
window says “Sabah-al-heyr! 
Good morning. How can I help?”  
 “Can you help me figure out this problem?” I 
pleaded while handing over my company ID and 
passport. While she quarried her database, I pulled 
up the emails from August on my laptop. 
 “Sir Gregory, when did you request this? 
Yesterday?” 
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 I turned my laptop for her to see. “No, this 
was back in August.” 
 “Oh, I am so sorry. Just a second.  There. 
Even though you paid for a year, I will put the 
renewal for nine months to coincide with your 
iqama  renewal.” 
 “Please.” 

Three Seconds… 

 “Finished sir Gregory. Your visa is good until 
September 2021” she said behind a veiled face. 
And that was it. Three Seconds! My plane to a 
dream vacation just left without me 
because someone else at my 
company failed to do their three 
second  job back in August. Granted, it 
was also my fault for not following up on the visa. 
But it was three months ago I had submitted. 
Arrggggghhhh! Three seconds and I no longer had 
an issue of leaving or returning to this country.!!! 
  
Plan Z Comes into Focus 

 I got back on my scooter and stopped in to 
see if Dave’s family was up and around. I wanted to 
update them and then get another brain or two 
together and help me figure out how to get to my 
Dubai flight. No one was home so I headed to 
school, my main security blanket.Maybe someone 
could make some magic happen for me.  
 Of all people, Mike happened to be in his 
room. I sank on his couch, blurted out a quick 
recap of my situation, and asked for magic. I knew 
there was only one flight to Dubai from Dammam 
each day. Don’t ask me why. It is still Covidcation. 
In fact, Saudi nationals are still on lock down. But 
my flight had just left. The two of us checked 
different airlines out of Dammam and came up 
empty. We changed tactics and looked for flights 
out of Bahrain, not knowing if I could even enter 
Bahrain to fly away. Finally, I sank back onto the 
couch and claimed defeat. But Mike looked up the 
Emirates local number and I got connected with a 
nice British Emirates covid rep working out of his 
apartment. He found me a flight out of Riyadh, at 

19:00 (7:00pm) to arrive in Dubai well enough in 
time to make my Malé flight.  Somehow, resorting 
to an original 17hour layover in Dubai Airport 
would work out. I arranged for my driver to make 
the 5 hour trip to Riyadh as long as we left by 
noon. He agreed as long as I allowed time for a 
prayer and falafel stop midway.  
 The drive to Riyadh was uneventful. In fact, 
the entire trip to Malé was uneventful. Seeing the 
Dubai airport completely empty with a skeletal 
crew working was a sight to see. It’s one of the 
busiest hubs worldwide! But not during Covid. 
Luckily, my PCR test got me through the entire trip 
without a hitch. December 18th found me eating 
pizza and drinking beer in the Hulehule Hotel right 
next to the airport.  
 This was my third live-a-board trip and the 
first that I had ever stayed in the hotel. Previous 
trips had allowed me to simply show up the 
morning of shipping out and boarding the ship. 
Covid schedules were different. Travelers know as I 
do, that Malé is a dry, Muslim city. The only beers 
to be had are at this hotel. So I spent the rest of 
the day drinking beer and eating pizza. I arranged 
for the front desk girl to go into the city and buy C-
batteries for my dive lights. Security always takes 
them out of my carry-ons, so I have to buy them 
once I arrive. ( I need to trash these and get some 
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Impressive! 
COST:  ABOUT $500 
I started without any lights 
with the SeaTouch Pro2 for the 
iPhone 7 in Australia.  

This year I used the iPhone 11 
pro max and one light. I didn’t 
have the correct amount of 
butterfly clips to attach both 
lamps so I used just one. 
Putting a GoPro in the middle 
of the setup might be my next 
move. That way I can focus 

(pun intended) on still shots. 
Although, the video capability 
of the 11pro max is amazing. I 
just prefer still shots. 
If you need any help deciding 
what specific parts you need, 
just email me. I had to figure it 
out on my own. Then I got a 
lot of pointers from the other 
divers on this trip. 

AIR-DROP ME! AIR DROP ME! 
No matter what kind of UW 
camera my fellow divers were 
diving with, most of them were 
asking me to share my pics and 
vids with them. With the 
exception of GI Joe and Bubble 
Butt who didn’t care about 
anything or anyone besides 
themselves, the entire ship - 
divers and crew - were 
impressed with the iPhone pics 

and vids. None of us could 
believe how well the shots 
stood up in quality with the 
array of other camera set ups. 
What seemed most important 
to everyone is the ease of 
sharing - airdrop me! 
All of us, barring the 
aforementioned exceptions, 
wanted to pool our photos and 
videos to remember the trip. 
Sharing is an important point. 
However, the cost and quality 
of the UW case setup is what 
gets me. If you can use a smart 
phone, you can use this case. 
Finally, it doesn’t require an 
entire suitcase to take on a 
dive trip. Trust the minimalist.

Fadiculous~! 
Introducing a case 

that raises the bar on 
UW photography. 
The iPhone has 

opened up the world 
of photography on 
land. Now, with the 

help of DiveVolk, the 
iPhone 11 ProMax is 
allowing me to take 

amazing shots 
underwater. The SeaTouch 3 case is made of sturdy metals with a 

handle, different plastic inserts to snuggle different 
phones (assorted versions of Android and iPhones).

Once you insert the phone and frame into the case, the 
end is closed via two screws and an O-ring plate 
(white) that expands under pressure to seal the case. 
The case goes down to 32m (110 ft) for sure. It may go 
further.

The gel on the back face allows 
for touchscreen action at depth. 
Wow! It’s much easier than other 
cases that require sliding metal 
arms for navigation.
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It really is difficult to think of diving any other 
way. Much less in the  Maldives. What is the 
result when you add three dives a day to a 30m 
Luxury 5 Star Hotel that travels from island to 
island for one or two weeks?  It’s called Carpe 
Diem, Carpe Novo, or Carpe Vita. 
Words really fail to describe how I feel when I am 
on board one of the Carpe fleet. Relaxing? 
Diving Bliss? Carefree? Safe? Professional? Take 
your pick or choose them all equally.  
Maybe I’ll retire on one of these luxury ships. 
How much does a day cost in real life? More 
than $400? The Carpe Diem is just one of three luxury diving yachts 

operated by Carpe Diem Maldives.  I don’t get paid to say 
this… This is THE LiveaBoard company in Maldives!

crew is professional and safe. That 
says a lot! 

Case in point. When are you allowed 
to enter the water? Twenty divers? 
Three groups? Some dive outfits 
rush you - “dive dive dive! hurry up! 
let’s go!" Not these guys. The  Dhoni 
captain and the entire dive crew are 
all eyes and communication. No 
Diver goes in until the safety signal 
is given by the captain. Constant 
communication is the Dhoni rule 
and they  enforce it. Muhammad for 
example,  has been on the Dhoni, 
filling tanks for years. He keeps a 
log of  signatures for witnessed 
Nitrox levels, supports divers as they 
walk to the stern. This team is all  
hands on deck  all the time. 

  

Munko - aka “Fingers” - one of the three local Maldivan dive guides

Floating 5 Star 
Hotel

The Dhoni fits 20 divers comfortably. It 
follows the Diem, takes you  to dive spots, 
and fills your Nitrox/Air tanks on board.

As a safe diver, it is important for me to say, first and 
foremost, Munko and the entire dive crew on the 
Carpe (as well as the other dive crews in this fleet) 
focus on Safety first. Diving in the Maldives is a mixture 
of beauty and current. Some dives you are in a blissful 
swimming pool atmosphere looking at macros. Other 
dives you are hooked onto a rock outcropping 
watching sharks seemingly float next to you because 
the current is so powerful. Safety comes first! The dive 
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Magna sit 
DOLOR SIT AMET PRO 
Ea debitis legendos dissentiet, 
hinc paulo accusata eu qui, et 
partem laboramus 
concludaturque qui. Ne 
omnium tritani mediocrem per, 
per erant paulo omnium ne.  
Vim no eruditi mnesarchum 
Vel no augue adipisci. No veri 
facete eos, alii intellegat 
interesset pri ad. Erat 
voluptatum mea at. 

DUO UTROQUE TRACTATOS 
An, pro homero alterum 
contentiones eu. Magna 
fabulas posidonium nec an, 
augue discere recteque cu nec. 
Et sea partiendo patrioque 
rationibus. 
Ad erat maiorum pri. Ex mei 
dicam iracundia, suas hendrerit 
te eos. Vis omnis oblique 
antiopam et, has id odio 
iudico. 
Cum insolens lobortis ad, eum 
ludus utroque appareat ea. 
Paulo alterum pri et. Cum 
regione euripidis ex, et quo 
quaeque molesti. 

Lorem ipsum 
Vel no augue adipisci. No veri 
facete eos, alii intellegat 
interesset pri ad. Erat 
voluptatum mea at. 

DUO UTROQUE TRACTATOS 
An, pro homero alterum 
contentiones eu. Magna 
fabulas posidonium nec an, 
augue discere recteque cu nec. 
Et sea pax mei dicam iracundia, 
suas hendrerit te eos. Vis 
omnis oblique antiopam et, 
has id odio iudico. Cum 
insolens lobortis ad, eum ludus 
utroque appareat ea. Paulo 
alterum pri et. Cum regione 
euripidis ex, et quo quaeque 
molesti. 
Vim no eruditi mnesarchum 

DOLOR SIT AMET PRO 
Ea debitis legendos diet 
partem laboramus conue qui. 
Nritani mediocrem per, per 
erant paulo omnium ne. 

DUO UTROQUE TRACTATOS 
An, pro homero alterum 
contentiones eu. Magna 
fabulas posidonium nec an, 
augue discere recteque cu nec. 

Et sea partiendo patrioque 
rationibus. 
Ad erat maiorum pri. Ex mei 
dicam iracundia, suas hendrerit 
te eos. Vis omnis oblique 
antiopam et, has id odio 
iudico. 
Lorem ipsum 

DOLOR SIT AMET PRO 
Ea debitis legendos dissentiet, 
hinc paulo accusata eu qui, et 
partem labdaturque aulo 
omnium ne. Ea debitis 
legendos dissentiet, hinc paulo 
accusata eu qui, et partem 
laboramus concludaturque qui. 
Ne omnium tritani mediocrem 
per, per erant paulo omnium 
ne.

Duo utroque 
Id duo affert aliquip. Eam vero nonumes id, 
nonumes quaerendum consectetuer cu vis. Graeci 
maiestatis pri ea, te elit mediocrem mel. Vim no 
eruditi mnesarchum. Vel no augue adipisci. Id duo 

affert aliquip. Eam vero cu vis. Graeci maiestatis pri ea, te elit 
mediocrem mel. Vieruno augue adipiscia.

Y
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Elena

Viktoria 

Me - aka “Bugs Bunny”

Boris 

Olga 

Theo aka “Darth Vader”

Anita 

Dirk aka “smurf” or “flying 
Dutchman”

Patrick - aka “Vin Diesel” 

Valerio aka “THE Rocco”

Marcus 

Tina aka “Tiny Tina”

Anna 

Willem aka “Challenge 
Accepted”

KZ - aka “747”

Hailey -aka “Bubble Butt”

Javier  - aka “GI 
Joe” the knife 

man

Gennadi - aka “Meñana”
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The Knife! 
First dive. I kitted up next to the 
Americans. Hadn’t even talked to them 
yet. My reef hook caught the air2 of the 
girl (whom the Germans baptized as 
“Bubble Butt”) and the dude screams 
“Stop. Dude I’m gonna kill you. I’m 
gonna kill you if you punctured my 
membrane!” I stared. Everyone on the 
Dhoni stopped and stared in disbelief. 
What an asshole! First words out of his 
mouth…”I’m gonna kill you.” What a way to start 
our dive vacation. As I write this weeks later, I still 
cannot believe it. 
Needless to say, GI Joe and Bubblebutt didn’t really 
care, or at least didn’t show it. Only Theo and Anita 
warmed up to them during the trip. “Joe” and 
“Bubbles” were wrapped up in their own little 
romantic trip. They didn’t share photos. They didn’t 
buy rounds of drinks but were willing to accept 
drinks. GI Joe proudly wears all of his diving 
“badges” dangling on his BCD and lets everyone 
know he owns a dive center in Miami. “Bubbles” 

adored “Joe”. Good on ‘em, as an 
Aussie might say. Too bad they 

had to be so aloof. They might 
be great people, but few of us 
saw that silver lining in the 
situation.  
GI Joe got his name because 
he ALWAYS wore his dive 
knife. No one really knew why. 

Everyone asked me, because 
the dude is American. Oh, 

excuse me, CUBAN American, as 
he corrected everyone. What a waste 

of space. Someone asked him about the 
knife later on. The response was something about 
him being from Miami and it’s dangerous there. 
Whatever. My bet… he kicks “Bubbles" to the curb 
once he realizes just how shallow she is.  
One day, unbeknownst to “GI Joe”, I wore a spoon 
attached to my suit all day. Marcus wore a 
butterknife, and I think, Willem wore a fork. We just 
couldn’t get over the knife situation. Out in the 
Maldives? On a 30ft yacht?  Dive, eat, sleep, repeat. 
I felt ultimately bad for him. Poor guy! 

It’s Not Where You  are, but 
Whom You are With.  
Most of us got along really well. I’d 
have to say the leadership was 
Willem. He was the ringleader that 
drew out the personalities of 
everyone else, and what a wealth of 
personalities.  
Marcus never stopped screwing 
around, even underwater. Willem 
played practical jokes. Theo was a 
great Darth Vader. The Rocco was 
the source and target of a thousand 
jokes. Gennadi threw out Spanish 
words unexpectedly. And on and 
on. Believe it or not, the most 
widely spoken language behind 
English was German.

Tina’s laugh and smile put the entire trip into perspective. Nothing but laughs
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Magna sit 
DOLOR SIT AMET PRO 
Ea debitis legendos dissentiet, 
hinc paulo accusata eu qui, et 
partem laboramus 
concludaturque qui. Ne 
omnium tritani mediocrem per, 
per erant paulo omnium ne.  
Vel no augue adipisci. No veri 
facete eos, alii intellegat 
interesset pri ad. Erat 
voluptatum mea at. Ea debitis 

legendos diet partem 
laboramus conue qui. Nritani 
mediocrem per, per erant 
paulo oeri facete eos, alii 
intellegat interesset pri ad. Erat 
voluptatum mea at. 
An, pro homero alterum 
contentiones eu. Magna 

fabulas posidonium nec an, 
augue discere recteque cu 
nec. Et sea partiendo 
patrioque rationibus. 
Ad erat maiorum pri. Ex 
mei dicam iracundia, suas 
hendrerit te eos. Vis omnis 
oblique antiopam et, has 
id odio iudico. 

DOLOR SIT AMET PRO 
Ea debitis legendos dissentiet, 
hinc paulo accusata eu qui, et 
partem labdaturque aulo 
omnium ne. Ea debitis 

legendos dissentiet, hinc paulo 
accusata eu qui, et partem 
laboramus concludaturque qui. 
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per, pri nteeri facete eos, alii 
intellegat interesset pri ad. Erat 
voluptatum mea at.
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This trip was bountiful with fish. We went on 
pelagic dives to find mantas, spotted eagles, 
whale sharks, and reef sharks. Other dives were 
meant for the really small stuff (macros) like 
shrimp, mantis shrimp, nudies, ghost pipe fish, 
and much, much more. 
We were only able to dive three night dives. I still 
love night dives more than anything, but these 
night dives were crazy. I’ve never been crowded, 
bumped, nudged, and prodded so much in my 
diving career. I had to break away from my 
group and let Rede (my dive leader) know not to 
wait for me to see what he pointed out any 
more. I’d wait until everyone else saw the stuff 
and took photos. Then I’d follow and shoot.

This albino Moray eel is MAYBE the same albino I saw in 
the same area 4 years ago, while diving off the shores of the 

Khanifushi Oxygen resort. 

That’s what happened right away. I couldn’t 
see anything but sand and muted lights. 
After a while, I saw movement! A manta. It’s 
wingspan was easily twice my arms spread 
out. 

The manta swooped in and out of the 
lights. At one point, it moved light to light 
in the line-up to capture the plankton 
clouds in one pass. I happened to be at the 
end of the light line-up along with KZ. He 
and I had added our bright lights to the 
line. 

The manta passed it’s entire underbelly just 
inches from my facemask. I was frozen in 
disbelief, worried I might accidentally touch 
it’s belly. As it flew past, I looked up. It 
hovered just over my head in my bubble 
stream, turned a 180, and made another 
pass in the opposite direction, missing my 
facemark by inches again. 

Spooky. Magical. This went on for forty 
minutes! Silt out. Lights. Movement. Swoop. 
Hover. 180. Swoop back in and out of light. 

Mantas and Whale Sharks at Night

Seeing Everything
The Dhoni fits 20 divers comfortably. It 
follows the Diem, takes you  to dive spots, 
and fills your Nitrox/Air tanks on board.

The picture above is not easy to understand without some 
description. After full darkness, the crew set up flood lights 
off the stern dive platform to attract plankton for whale 
sharks and mantas. The plankton are attracted to the bright 
lights. The gentle souls feed on the tiny plankton blooms. 

A while later, the dive team dropped down to 20meters and 
placed a line of dive lights stuck upside down in the sand. 
One by one, the dive groups descended and knelt on the 
sandy bottom waiting. If anyone kicked their fins, it would 
“silt out” everyone so we couldn’t see. 
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Ea debitis legendos dissentiet, 
hinc paulo accusata eu qui, et 
partem laboramus 
concludaturque qui. Ne 
omnium tritani mediocrem per, 
per erant paulo omnium ne.  
Vel no augue adipisci. No veri 
facete eos, alii intellegat 
interesset pri ad. Erat 
voluptatum mea at. Ea debitis 
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intellegat interesset pri ad. Erat 
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augue discere recteque cu 
nec. Et sea partiendo 
patrioque rationibus. 
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oblique antiopam et, has 
id odio iudico. 
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per, pri nteeri facete eos, alii 
intellegat interesset pri ad. Erat 
voluptatum mea at.
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Ghost Pipefish

Spotted Eagle Ray

Nurse Shark

Ghost Pipefish

Juvenile Regal Angel

Honeycombe Puffer 
Fish

Peacock Mantis Shrimp

Regal Angel FishElegant Starfish

Pipefish

Sexy Anenome Shrimp

Gobie
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Nudie Branch

Wht Tip Reef Shark

Nurse Shark

Mantis Shrimp

Honey Comb Moray

Sweetlips Adult

Clown Trigger Fish

Darth VaderGuitar Shark

Juvenile Scorpion Leaf Fish

Banded Butterfly Fish

Fire Gobies
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Hello, Nurse!
Every trip with Carpe has gone to visit Alimatha 
Fushi - the nurse shark night dive experience. I 
figured I knew the dive. I had already been there 
twice with Carpe.  
According to Maldivan stories, Alimatha was the 
island where fishermen cleaned their catches back 
in the day. When? I don’t know. 
Back in the day. Because of this, 
sharks and rays would come to 
the island waters by the 
hundreds for the free meals. 
Now, even though it is 
against Maldivan law to 
feed the sharks, the 
rumor is that the 
Alimatha resort still 
feeds them. Yes, there 
are still hundreds of 
sharks and rays…but 
this dive was a little 
different. 

Sharks! 

This dive was an entirely 
different experience. We entered 
in just as dusk started. Way early 
for a night dive, but Rede explained we 
were trying to beat the other live-a-board dive 
groups that would arrive at dusk. I remembered 
seeing a LOT of divers last time, so I was eager to 
see the difference.  
Not only did we start earlier than most, we were at 
20meters down, out on the outer edge of the 
house reef, away from the feeding docks. We 
weren’t in the maze of sandy through-ways, 
between coral outcroppings, twisting around, with 
sharks everywhere.  
Instead, we were on the edge, where the current 
was passing the reef. This was certainly different. I 
didn’t see a shark for the first ten minutes. Then 
we were surrounded. 

My dive buddy was hooked onto a stone with the 
rest of my group. Instead of hooking with them, I 
finned a bit ahead of them to film a huge nurse 
shark laying on the sandy bottom of the current. 
After a few shots, I looked up and saw ten or 
twelve more sharks above us, gently swimming 
against the current. That was an amazing site. 
What I later realized was this wasn’t just a nurse 
shark experience. Like the photo shows below, 

there were several varieties of 
sharks all over the place. There 
were gray reef sharks above, 

black tipped reef sharks too. 
The bottom was spotted 

with resting nurse 
sharks. 
I didn’t see any 
dancing nurse sharks 
like last time. By 
dancing, I mean 
when the nurse 
sharks get fed up 
with the little pilot 
fish swimming just 

out of reach of their 
jaws. The little fish swim 

just beyond their jaws 
and feast on any random 

bits of fish the shark drops. It 
pisses off the shark and the nurse 

sharks barrel roll, twist and turn, and 
snap at all the little fish until they bugger off. 

The fish just look for a new shark to bother. That’s 
the behavior I saw last time. 
This dive turned out to  be fewer nurse sharks or 
dancing, but a better variety of animals to watch. 
Alimatha is a wonderful experience no matter 
what. Go for it. You’ll surely hit this site with a 
Carpe dive-cation, but I can’t speak for the other 
companies.  
If you haven’t been “bumped” by a nurse shark, 
which is nurse shark language for “hey, you are in 
my sand spot!” then go for a night dive experience 
at Alimatha Fushi. Hello, Nurse!

3 Kinds of sharks: nurse, black 
tip reef, gray reef
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The Equator
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